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i) INTRODUCTION
J , ,i
High pressurewavescreatedby a planemagnetically actuated diaphragm
have beenstudied theoretically and experimentally. In regardto the generation
andpropagationof an acousticwave, if we denote_"_ sonicvelocity in the fluid
as c and the fluid displacementis
d = doe;k(ct + z) (1)
then the fluid velocity hasamplitude
vo = kdoc (2)
= 21tdoT,_ (2a)
where X = 21t/k is a full wavelengthof the pressurepulse. The fluid accelera-
tion hasamplitude
ao = k2do cz (3)
andso the diaphragmpressurerequiredto actuate the waveamplitudeis given
as
Po = pk doc2 (4)
where p is the massdensityof the fluid. The energy input per unit area in
a half cycle is
r,/kc
E = _oPVdt = pkdo2c2 (5)
In consonancewith theoretical considemtlrns a qualitative and quanti-
tative investigationof the pressurepulsephenomenonin the liquid mediumhas
--1-
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beencurried out. Thisstudyhasbeer, facilitated by the employmentof trans-
ducer technologyin the pressuremeasurements.
Thedesignandengineeringof an optimizedmagnetohydraulicforming
systembaseduponthe earlier determinedtheoretical principles hasbeen con-
ducted.
Experimentalstudiesutilizing variousmodesof operationhave been made
with regardto bothpressureand deformationmeasurements.Optimization of
the pressurepulsehasbeen carried out by the observationof the effective form-
ingability of the systemin the variousoperationalmodes.
An inductivestoragedevice and interrupter elementhas beendesigned
andconstructed. Thesystemhasbeenoptimized ;n regard to the switching
efficiency.
-2-
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I!) ACOUSTIC TECHNOLOGY WITH PRESSURE TRANSDUCER
i i i
Of initial interest in the experimental phaseof the programwas the develop-
ment of methodswhich would permit qualitative and quantitative observations of
the acoustic pressurepulse. For th& purposean optimized acoustical pickup llne
and a transducer element were developed. Prior to the construction and utilization
of the transducerassembly, it was necessaryto investigate the technology of piezo-
electric crystals and ceramics as detectors of acoustic power.
A ) TRANSDUCERTECHNOLOGY
A piezoelectric crystal exhibits the property of becomingelectrified
uponthe application of pressure,or, conversely, of deformingin an electric
field. The essentialfeature which permitsthis type of operation is the struc-
tural bias of the crystal and the resultingpolarization due to the applied
stress. The employmentof a piezoelectric transduceris generally in the
formof a traveling wave arrangementfor the measurementof sonicpulsesof
shortduration. In this type of device, a piezoelectric crystal is sandwiched
between twosectionsof the acoustical line. Optimumcontact is madeto
insureminimumreflection at the boundaries. The pressurepulsetravels
along the initial sectionof the line and is incident uponthe face of the
crystal wherea charge is generated. The reflectionswhich are due to the
-3-
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discontinuitiesat the boundariesmay be reduced by matching the acoustic
impedanceof the elementsinvolved.
Theacoustic impedanceof a mediumis defined as the ratio of acous-
tic pressureto associatedparticle velocity, or
Z = p/u (6)
where p = acoustic pressureand u = particle velocity.
Fora planeprogressivewave, this ratio is given by the formula
Z -'-poc
where Po = densityof medium and c = longitudinalvelocity of wave.
The MKS unit of acoustic imp_ance is kg/m2sec.
The condition for passageof the wave without reflections requires
that the r_flectlon coefficient be zero, hence
R = (Z_- Zl)/(Z2+ ZI) = 0 (8)
and thereforeZ2 = Zl.
Thetransmissioncoefficient is given by the equation
T = 2Z_ / (Z_+Z_) (9)
and thisisa maximumwhen Z2 = ZI.
In manycases, the transmittedwave isan attenuated onebecause
it is very difficult to match exactly the impedanceof the media. The
characteristic impedancesof various materials are given in Table I on
the following pagu.
-4-
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TABLE I
ACOUSTIC IMPEDANCES OF VARIOUS MATERIALS
Young's Longitudinal Characteristic
Density Modulus Wave Velocity Impedance
Material 103kg/m_ .10l° new/m2.. m/sec kg/m2sec
Aluminum 2.7 7.1 5140 13.9 x 106
Brass_yellow 8.6 10.4 3490 30.0 x 106
Copper 8.9 i2.2 3560 31.7 x 10e
Duralumin 175 2.8 17.2 7850 22.0 x 106
Gold_ hard 19.3 8.1 2050 39.6 x 106
Iron_ pure 7._6 20.6 5120 40.3 x 106
Lead 11.34 1.5 1160 13.2 x 10_
Magnesium 1.74 4.2 4910 8.6 x 10_
Nickel 8.9 21.4 4900 43.6 x 10e
Silver 10.5 7.5 2680 28.2 x 106
Tin 7.3 5.5 2740 20.0 x 10e
Zinc 7.2 10.5 3820 27.5 x 106
BariumTitanate 5.4 11.1 4540 24.5 x 106
Quartz 2.6 7.9 5500 14.3 x 106
FusedSilica 2.2 7.3 5760 12.7 x 106
Pyrex 2.3 6.2 5200 12.0 x 106
Nylon 6-6 1.11 0.36 1800 2.0 x 106
Lucite 1.18 0.40 1840 2.2 x 106
Water 1.0 1481 1.48 x 106
Mercury 13.6 1450 19.7 x 10G
Alcohol_ ethyl 0.79 1150 0.91 x 106
kg/m_
Air 1.33 331 429
Argon 1.78 319 569
Helium 0.178 970 173
Hydrogen 0.088 1270 114
Oxygen 1.43 317 453
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Values of the transmissioncoefficient for various interfaces are presented
in Table I!.
TABLE !1
CALCULATIONS OF TRANSMISSION COEFFICIENT
AT VARIOUS INTERFACES
J _
Interface Transmission(%)
Water - Aluminum 35.2
Water - Brass 18.3
Water - Lead 36.6
Water - Silver 19.3
Water - Zinc 19.7
Water - FusedSilica 37.6
Water - Quartz 34.6
Water - Nylon 97.5
Water - Lucite 96.4
Nylon -_BariumTitanate 28.0
Lucite - BariumTitanate 30.4
Lead - BariumTitanate 91.4
Zinc -- BariumTitanate 99.5
Silver - BariumTitanatc 99.0
Aluminum- BariumTitanate 91.5
Fora numberof interfqcesthe transmissioncoefficient is given by
n
a "_I n
Interface Transmission(%)
Water - A luminum- BariumTitanate 32.2
Water - Nylon - BariumTitanate 27.3
Water - Lucite - BariumTitanate 29.3
Water - Lead - BariumTitanate 33.4
Water -Silver- BariumTitanate 19.1
i
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As the pulse traversesthe crystal, it generatesa voltage which is pro-
portional to the pressure. This voltage is given by the equation
V - (d_x/keo) p (10)
where d_ is piezoelectric constant_ x the thicknessof the crystalt
k_o the dielectric constantt and p is the acoustic pressure.
B ) DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENTOF TRANSDUCERS
Twotransducerassemblieshave been designedand constructedfor
the observationandmeasurementof the acoustic pressurewavesgenerated
in the fluid medium. In both cases_the piezoelectric crystal utilized has
been the ceramic perovskite_bariumtitanatet BaTi 03 _ a crystal of
tetragonalformin the temperaturerange 5°C - 120°C!1) Operated in the
thicknessmodethe crystal exhibitsthe following properties:
Density 5.5 x 103 kg/m3
Curie Point 120°C
CouplingCoeffi-
cient (k3_) 0.46
The essential differentiation in the construction of the two transducer
assemblieswas in regard to their utilization. The initial acoustic line
wasdesigned for operation with only the receiving part of the line im-
mersedin the liquid medium. A schematic illustration of this instrument
is presented in Fig. 1.
-7-
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Thedevice features a barlum-titanate crystal which is bonded by
soft silver soldering to two aluminum rods. The rod which first receives
the incident pressurepulse is a tapered aluminum rod with length equal
to 12.5". The cross-sect;onal area of this rod at any point is given by
the equation
A : Ao(mx + 1)2 (11)
where m is a constant related to the flare of the tapered rod. Thesecond
rod is cylindr;cal w;th length equal to 8". As noted in Fig. 1, there is a
hole tapped into the end of the rod. In this cavity_ aluminum microspheres
were placed to reduce the reflection of waves back toward the crystal.
The main advantage in utilizing a tapered rod design is that the dimensions
of the free end of the rod can be minimized to allow good spatial resolution
in the scanning of the sonic field. The flare constant is kept small so that
the waves retain the form of a plane progressive wave.
Pressuretransducersare operated below resonant frequencies to insure
the absenceof mechanical vibrations in the crystal which would result in
spurious read;ngs. The resonant frequency of a crystal is a function of the
frequency constant and the controlling dimension. The barium-fitanate
crystal used in this device hasa resonant frequency of 11 Mc and, conse-
quently, an upper limit for the operation of the device is established.
-8--
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Thesecondtransducersystemwasdesignedfor utilization in the
liquid medium. Thisfeature necessitateda watertight sealing of the
systemand the ancillary electrical contacts. Figure 2 isan illustration
of the device showingthe location of the crystal andsealing mechanisms.
The resonantfrequencyof this transducersystemis 1.1 Mc. The
operation is in the thicknessmode, similar to the initially developed
system.
C) CALIBRATION PROCEDURES
Calibration at low frequencieshasbeen carried out usinga pendu-
lummethod. A sphereof mass,m, is suspendedby a nylon threadof
length, L, andheld a distance, w, fromthe tip of the transducer. When
the sphere is releasedand collides with the tip of the taperedrod, it im-
partsa pulsewhich travelsdownthe rod to the crystal. Fromthe equation
for an impulsewe have
t_
I = | Fdt (12)
t_
Employinga Newtonian relationshipwe obtain
V 1P
I = mJ dv = mv1 + mv2 (13)V_
Whenthe pressurepulseroachesthe crystal it generatesa voltage, V,
which is proportionalto the pressure, P = F/A, suchthat
V = k (F/A) (14)
-9-
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We may thus set up an equation which would permit the evaluation of
_'hesystemconstant by the pendulum calibration method. We obtain
I 4K= Fat Vdt = m(vz +v2)/ vat (15)
It is necessaryat this point to experimentally determine the co-
efficient of restitution of the pendulum massas it reboundsfrom the
transducer tip. It was observed that the massreboundsapproximately
two-thirds of its initial distance w. Thus, we have w_ = 2wl/3.
Utilizing the relationship, v = (2gh) 112, it is now possible to obtain
the value of the systemconstant K in equation (15). The numerator is
evaluated by the observation of the physleal parametersof the system
and the denominator is the integrated signal from the pickup crystal dis-
played on an oscilloscope.
The following samplecalibration of the initially developed trans-
ducer systemillustrates the method described above. Thediagram below
details the arrangementof the physical parametersof the pendulum.
L = 238 cm
w = 25 cm I
t
m = 17.7 grams _. t \, L
g = 980 cm/see2
I '\
h,
-10-
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The integrated voltag_ responsgof the piezoelectric crystal for
the pendulumcalibration with the abovephysical parameterswas
1.28 x 10"¢volt-sec. For the evaluation of the physicalconstant K
we have
• 14.971 x 102 gm-cm/secI 4K = Fdt Vdt = 1.28x 10_volt-sec
= 11.64 x 10e dynes/volt
The :_reaof the tip of the tapered rod is equal to 2.22 x 10-2 cm2.
Consequently, we obtain for the pressureconstant, K
K = ( ]1.64 x!.0 _ dynes/volt) . (9_87 atm ) = 518.3 atm/volt.
2.22 x 10-2 cm2 dyne/cm2
-11-
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III) COIL DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT
Within the scope of work under Contract NAS 8-11758, this facility has
carried out the design and development of two devices for the generation and
propagation of pressurewaves in the liquid medium in consonance with the theo-
retical considerations. In addition_ utilization was made of the experimental
st_Jdieswhich were conducted as a complementation of the formulation of the
hydromagnetic theory.
A) 20 KILO JOULE DEVICE
The engineering and design of a magnetically driven hydraulic
hammer for an input of 20 kilojoules was carried out in accordance with
the previously developed theoretical and experimental criteria for the
optimization of hydromagnetic pulse generation.
The device consistsof a 6" diameter coil having a total of 18 turns.
The current feedthrough is a high amperaget low inductance rigid co-
axial systemfive feet in length. The current feedthrough is attached to
two square parallel plates_ one of which serves as a ground. The plates
are further bolted at the edge for structural stability and to prevent de-
formation due to mechanical shock. Energy to the parallel plates is
supplied by 14 flexible coaxial cables from the capacitor bank. Handles
-12--
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are also provided to facilitate movementof the device. Thedevice is
insulatedfor operationup to 20 kv.
The coaxial feeder line possessesthe following featuresrequired for
thisapplicaHon:
1) Strength to counteractmechanical stresseson the conductors
due to the high transientcurrents;
2) Maintaining a watertight seal in spite of the mechanical
shockcreated by the recoil action of the device;
3) A low inductanceto achieve efficient energy transferinto the
load.
Thecoaxial geometryexhibits an inductanceper unit lengthof
L = 2x lO-Tr_,n_ (a_/el) + (1/41t) (10'7/fa)l/2 (_1 +a_/a 1 a_)_ (16)
where a1 and as are the radii of the innerand outerconductors, f Ts
the frequencys and d is the conductivity of the material.
A copperctlindert 4.8 cm in diameter_separatedfrom its returnpath
by a 0.3 cm insulator, yieldsan inductanceof 16.9 nh/m at a frequencyof
10 kc.
The force between the two cylinders during current passageis due to
the pressurePm generated by the magnetic field B. This force is calcu-
lat_ from the formula
'_-_ LI = B(a_ --a_+2._)_ (17)
-13--
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and therefore for Pm we have
72
Pm = B2//21Jo= 1/21Jo[(L/_) " (!/a 2 - a1 + 26)j (18)
where L/_, is the inductance per unit length, f the current, and 6 is
the skin depth. For a design value of 10s amps, the peak magnetic field
will amount to 7 kilogauss and the magnetlc pressurewill rise to only 25 psi.
The outer conductor is fabricated from stainless s_eelof .120" wall thick-
nesswith an ultimate tensile strength of 80,000 - 100,000 psl. With such
a large tensile strength and a low magnetic pressurethere was justification
in precluding the possibility of expansive forming of the tubing.
The geometric and electromagnetic parametersfor the 20 kilojoule
systemare presented in Table III on the following page. In addition, ex-
trapolated parametersfor an increased capacitance level are given.
Themagnetic field profile for the 20 kilojoule MFH-1 coll delivered
to the GCMSFC is presented in Fig. 3. The pressureprofile generated by
the magnetic field is shown in Fig. 4. Both curvesare plotted asa function
of radial distance ._romthe center of the coll.
-14-
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TABLE III
BASIC PARAMETERSOF 20 KILOJOULE 6" MFH COIL
Nominal Radius(cm) 7.62
ConductorRcdlus(cm) 6.35
Numberof Turns 19
Weight (kg)(wt. of header= 22.6 kg) 18.5
ConductorHeight (cm) 1.27
ConductorThickness(cm) .23
Overall ConductorLength(meters) 4.57
InductanceLo w/o Contact (Hh) 7.13
Inductancewith Contact Lc (Hh) 4.64
InductanceRatio Lo/L c 1.54
240 iJf_ 10 kv (12,000 joules)
Risetimew/o Contact -rr° (Issec) 71.0
Risetimewith Contact Trc (Issec) 40.5
PeakField w/o Contact Bo (kOe) 48.6
PeakField with Contact Bc (kOe) 144.0
CompressionRatio Bc/Bo 2.96
PeakCurrent lp (ka) 58.0
PeakCurrent I_ (ka) 72.10
PeakCurrent Ratio lC_,/I_ 1.24
Input Energy E° (kj) v 11.99
Input Energy ECru(kj) 11.37
400 IJf _ 10 kv (20,000 joules) ExtrapolatedParameters
Bo (kOe) 63.4
Bc (kOe) 188
_c (IJsec) 52
Ip (ka) 94.7
-15-.
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B) 240 KILOJObLE DEVICE
The engineering and design of a magnetically driven hammerfor a
maximum input capacity of 240 kilojoules wc,s basedprimarily upon the
experimental results obtained during the testing of the previously con-
structed 20 kilojoule device.
For a systemwhich would be capable of operating with this magni-
tude of input energy_ it was necessaryto carefully calculate the basic
electric and magnetic parametersof the system. The primary objectives
of the design were aimed at minimizing electrical_ magnetic and thermal
stressesin the device.
The requirement that the device handle a maximum voltage of 20 kilo-
volts necessitated a careful examination with regard to potential breakdown
points in the unit. It wasdetermined that the major points of concern in
considering effective insulating procedureswere the input plate in the area
of the center conducting tubes_ the conducting tubes themselves_and the
coil contact pieces. The insulating proceduresdesigned for these areas
of potentialbreakdown are considered effective up to 25 kilovolts_ thu:
assuringsafe operation at the required voltage level.
The primary concern in the design of the 240 kilojoule device was
the distribution of the magnetic stresses:_ the coil body. Fromprevious
-16-
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experimentation with similar magnetic formingdevices(2) it wasfound
that a coil of approximately13 cm radiusproduceda peak magnetic
field in contact with a work piece_ Bc (r)_ of _ 70 kilogaussat an
energy inputof 12 kilojoules. If we then extrapolate the field of this
coil to an energy input of 240 kilojoules by the relationship
= (19)
= 70 kgauss(240/12)z_
we will obtain a peak field value of _ 300 kilogauss. Thisfield_ com-
parable to 5,0 x 10¢ psi_ would create an excessive stresson the coil
body in the region between the work piece and the current conducting
turns. The continual application of such extreme magnetic pressurewould
tend to create a progressive displacement of the conducting turns from
the coil face and a consequent voltage breakdown. For this reason_it
was necessaryto change the coil geometry in sucha way as to reduce
these expected high magnetic fields. We have achieved this reduction
by increasing both the coil radiusand conductor height, In doing so_
we have brought the projected peak magnetic field strength down to a
value given by the relationship
I_ _ B_.(R_/R 2)(='./h_ ) (20)
(300 kgauss)(12cm/20 cm)(1.27 cm/1.91 cm)
120 kgauss
-17-
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Thisreduced value of the magnetic field by a revision of the co;I geo-
metry essentially alleviates the condition of extreme stress in thesere-
gions of the coil.
The high energy which is absorbed in the resistive heating of the
conductor during th_ discharge cycle results in a large incremental
temperature r;seabove the steady stat_ conditions. The magnitude of
this increase may be determined by utilizing the relevant parameters
obtained from the experimental evaluation of the device. In cons;der-
ution of a characteristic surface temperature rise(3) over a half cycle
of the magnetic field Bc , we may develop the relationship
Tc _ (0.7) 3000 Bc2 degrees/megagauss (21)
The observedpeak magnetic field in the 240 kilojoule device for the
normalized operation at 2400 Hf, 20 kv was 190 kOe. Inserting this
value in the above equation we obtain an incremental temperature rise
AT _ 72°C.
An important factor in the thermal consideration is the underwater
operahon of the device. This will permit the call shell to act asan
efficient heat sink for the joule lossesin the conductor. In connection
with this situation the cross-sectional area of the contact piece between
the coil shell and outer conductor wasdesignedon the order of 3 to 5
times that of the conductor_ thuspermitting maximumthermal conductlvlty.
-18-
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Thebasic parametersof the 240 kilojoule device are presentedin the
table below:
TABLE IV
BASICPARAMETERSOF 240 KILOJOULE DEVICE
Nominal Radius(cm) 25.4
Conductor Radius(cm) 20.0
Numberof Turns 17
Weight (kg) 160
ConductorHeight (cm) 1.91
ConductorThickness(cm) 0.95
Overall ConductorLength (cm) 1340
Inductanceko w/o Contact (Fh) 34.0
Inductance Lc with Contact (Hh) 6.6
InductanceRatio Lo/Lc 5.2
2.40 mf g 20 kv (240,000 joules)
o (IJsec) 450Risetime w/o Contact I"r
Risetimewith Contact'r_ (IJsec) 180
Peak Field w/o Contact Bo (kOe) 33
PeakField with Contact Bc (kOe) 190
CompressionRatio Bc/Bo 5.75
PeakCurrent I_ (ka) 167
PeakCurrent Ic (ka) 380
P_akCurrentRataI_/1_ 2.27
-19-
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The conductormaterial selected for the 240 kiloioule device was
beryllium copper (BeCu), alloy _10. Its chemical composltion is given
in Table V and the relevant properties are presented in Table VI.
TABLE V
Element % Composition
Beryllium 0.40 - 0.70
CobaIt 2.35 - 2.70
Copper Balance
TABLE Vl
Property BeCu #10
Tensile Strength (psi) 120 x 103
Specific Heat (cal/cmS-°C) 0.875
Resistivily (ohm-cm) 3.03 x 10"e
For240 Kilojoule Device
TransientTemp. Rise
T (°C) 72°C
The conducting bar wasmachined froma solid block of BeCu.
This operation eliminatecl the need for soldered jolnts and thus removed
a potential cause of voltage breakdown.
In Figs. 5 and 6 are illustrated the magnetic field profiles for the
240 kilojoule device in both the contact and non-contact modes.
- 20 -
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IV) EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Theexperimentalmeasurementswhich were undertakenduring the initial
phaseof the contractualperiodwere oriented towardthe investigationof the
sonicfield which is generatedand propagatedin the liquid mediumby the high
energypulseddischargeinto a high field magneticcoil. Theobservationof
this acousticpulsewascarried out by the utilization of a piezoelectric trans-
ducer system,the developmentof whichhasbeen discussedin Chapter II of this
SummaryReport.
A) PRESSURESTUDIES
The initial investigationsof the pressurepulseweremadepossible
by the employmentof a previouslydevelopedhigh field magneticdevice
whichwill hereafter be referred to asHammerI-B. Thegeometricand
electromagneticcharacteristicsof this device are listed in Table VII.
TABLE VII
Coll Radius, Ro, (cm) 5.0
Conductor Height (cm) 1.3
Inductance in Contact with Work Lc (l_h) 1.1
150 I_f (7.5 x 103 joules) 10 kv
Risetimein Contact with workI"c (Issec) 22
PeakField in Contact with work Bc (kOe) 260
i ,, m i i , , J ,
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Ti,_ _.p?_ratus for the observation of the acoustic pressurepulse in
the liquid mediumconsisted of the transducer system, T 1., .-,,,elan oscillo-
scope for the recording of the integrated voltage signal generated in the
BaTi 0 3 crystal. A metallic diaphragm wasplaced against the face of
the coll and, at the time of _hepulsed discharge of the current, was thrust
away from the face by the magnetic field generated in the coil. The plate
traveled on supporting rods to insure the formation of a plane wave parallel
to the coil face. A schematic illustration of the experimental setup is pre-
sented in Fig. 7.
1) Sonic Field Investigation
The transducersystem, T-1, was used to probe the sonic pressure
pulse in both the radial and normal directions with respect to the coil
face. The investigation wascarried out on various time scales. In
accordance with this effort it was observedthat two distinct pressure
peaks existed at different points in time. The first observedpressure
pulse (hereafter referred to as the Type I wave) appeared at a time
interval consonantwith the velocity of sound in water (,,, 1500 m/sec)
for a given normal distance, Dn. The second pressurepulse (referred
to as the Type II wave) had a characteristic velocity of -,, 400 m/sec.
The measurementsobtained from the pressuretransducerare presented
in the following illustrations. Figure 8 showsthe pressureprofile of
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the Type I pulse. The data for theseobservationswere takenwith
an energydischargeof 300 ioules. Thisgraphillustratesthe vari-
ation of pressurewith vertical or normaldistancet Dn, fromthe plate
to transducertip andalso the variation with radial distance from the
center of the coil, Dr. Figure 9 illustratesthe Type II pressurepulse
at the sameenergy level.
Theanalysisof the observeddata has led to a determinationas
to the behaviorof the liquid mediumwhensubjectedto the action of
the pulsedmagnetic field and the resultantthrustof the diaphragm
away fromthe cell face. TheslowType I! wave can be associated
with the massflow of the mediumuponits displacementfromthe equl-
llbrium state by the action of the diaphragm. Thismasspropagates
into 2_ sp_cewith a symmetricalradial flow. The Type I wave is prop-
agated initially asa plane progressive,wave with high velocity particle
displacement. A further understandingof the two distinct types of
pressurepulseswascarried out by the introductionof the following
usefulobservationalmethod.
2) PhotographicTechnlquesandAnalysis
High speedphotographictechniqueshavebeen employedto ob-
serve the displacementof the diaphragm(driver plate) fromthe coil
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face. In the operational modeunder presentconsiderationthe
thrustof the driver plate is not restrictedin any way except for
the frictional effectson the supportingrods. Theseeffects have
b¢un minimizedby the useof nylonbushingson the rods.
a) ExperlmontalSetup
Thehigh-speedphotographictechniquesusedto observe
the phenomenonof piratemovementinvolvedthe follow-
ing equipment: a General RadioType 1531-A electronic
stroboscopeis usedin conjunctionwith a Rutherford
Model B7Bdelay generator. At the time of the capacitor
discharge_ a synchronized output pulse is obtained from
the capacitor bank. This pulse is then fed into the delay
generator and delayed from 0 to 10 msecbefore going to
the stroboscope. The stroboscopeis operated on a single
flash mode with a flash duration of 3 _ec. The time de-
lay is chedced on a Tektronix oscilloscope. In this manner_
the motion of the driver plate can be "stopped" and we
can photograph it at different positions corresponding to
the time delay. A schematic of the experimental setup is
shown in Fig. 11.
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b) Analysisof Results
Thephotographictechniquesutilized in this phaseof the
experimenthave enabled the observationof cavitation on
the surfaceof the driver plate a"ter the discharge. This
formationof bubbles,or voids_in the liquid mediumoccurs
wheneverthe pressureon the partsof a bodymoving in that
mediumis reducedso low by the inability of the flow to
follow the surfacethat a nearvacuumis produced. _;us,
diaphragmshaving large accelerationsc'ld therefore pressure
reductionson the surfa:eswill cavitate readily. In oursitu-
ationt when the capacitor bank is discharged,the platu at-
temptsto move upwardbut suchmovementis restrictedby the
largemassof water over it. As a result, the plate tendsto
pushthe water out of the wayand this m_s flow is primarily
in the radial direction. Th_ velocity in thisdirection reduces
the pressureon the surfaceof the diaphragmresultingin the
productionof the observedvoids. As the plate tendsto move
towardthis low pressureGrea it createsbehind it another low
pressurearee which retardsits forwardmotion. The produc-
tion of the alternating low pressureareasresultsin oscilla-
tions of the plate while closeto the coil face. Thisoscillatory
-25-
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motion of the driver is very fast in the beginning of the
cycle but tends to slow clownand stop as the cycle pro-
grosses. This is verified by noting the absenceof cavi-
tation after 900 _ec. The flow of the water is then able
to follow the surfacesof the plate and no low pressure
areas are created. A photograph of the coil and driver
plate showingcavitation at a particular point in time is
illustrated in Fig. 10.
The numberof voids/ram2projected in the plane of the
viewing area above the plate versusthe time interval
after the discharge of the bank is shown in Fig. 12. A
high intensity noise pickup was noted on the crystal re-
sponseoscillograms between the time of the Type I and
Type II pressurepulses. This noise wasdue primarily to
the collapse of the voids releasing the energy with which
they were creat._d.
3) Channeling of Acoustic PressurePulse
The initial pressurestudies were conducted in sucha fashion as
to permit a 2_tpropagation of the pulse with a consequent decrease
in the energy density of the pressurewave. In order to maintain the
intensity of the generated pulse for as long a period as possible, the
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effect of channeling the flow was investigated. The chonneling
device utilized was an aluminum cylinder, one f:_ot ;n length t
with an inside diameter of 6". A clearance of 1/16" on the radius
was maintained between the driver plate perimeter and cylinder
inner wall.
With the employment of this devicet it was possible to delay
the radial expansion of the pressurepulse. The effectiveness of
the channeling device is observable in the following table which
compares the pressure slopesfor variable input energy.
TABLE VIII
Operational Mode a_ = PI/E (atm/ki) a_ = PII/E (atm/ki)
Unchanneled 60 90
Channeled 75 75
From the table we observe that the channeling of the acoustic pulse
increases the pressureof the Type I wave over the unchanneled mode.
For the Type II wave with which we associate the phenomenonof mass
flow_ there is a decrease of the maximum pressureobtained in the
channeled mode. The reason for this somewhatanomalous effect is
the apparent dec-ease in plate acceleration due to the absence of the
D
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radial flow. With the slower movementof the plate the intensity
of the massflow wave is greatly decreased.
Having noted the pressureincrease for the Type I wave in the
channeled mode, further measurementswere conducted to delineate
the relative merits of the two distinct types by the employment of
the following experimental method.
4) Suppressionof Driver Plate Movement
In an earlier part of this report (cf. IV-A-l), an explanation of
the behavior of the two wave types wasmade. The Type I wave was
initially identified as an acoustic wave with high velocity particle
displacement. The Type il wave wasassociated with the massflow of
the liquid and movement of the diaphragm.
The experimental measurementsunder consideration here _nvolved
the suppressionof driver plate movement by bolting this device to the
face of the HammerI-B coil. In this manner, the elimination of the
Type II pressurewave waseffected. Figure 13 illustrates the pressure
measurementswhich have been obtained by the employment of the
above method. The mostsignificant observation is the cJecreasein the
amplitude of the Type II wave in the suppressedmocleof operation.
The pressureslope for the massflow wave (PII/E) is reduced by a fac-
tor of 2 over the unsuppressedmode. In the restriction of the driver
q
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plate movementwe do not observethe complete absenceof pressure
clueto the Type II wave since the bolting of the diaphragmon its
perimeter still permitssomemovementat the center. At low ener-
gies suchdriver plate displacementsappear to be elastic but for the
higher energieswe have noted inelastic deformations with magni-
tude dependent upon the energy level.
The T/pe I wave was investigated asa function of normal dis-
tance_ Dn, from driver plate to transducer tip in both the unchanneled-
suppressedand channeled-suppressedmodes at a low energy level.
The observedpressuresare illustrated in Fig. 14.
Thediaphragm thickness_or the above measurementswasmain-
talned at 1/2". It was felt to be appropriate at this phaseof the ex-
perimental study to investigate the dependence of pressurefor the
Type I wave on varying diaphragmgeometriesand material composi-
tion.
5) Driver Plate Studies
The investigation wasconducted by utilizing diaphragmsof an
aluminum alloy and of copper. The relevant physical and electrical
properties of these two materials are listed in Table IX on the follow-
ing page.
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TABLE IX
Properties Aluminum 2024-T3 Copper
Electrical Conductivity (mho/meter) 1.76 x 10-7 5.88 x 10-7
Yield Strength (psi) 64 x 103 35 x 103
Density (gm/cm3) 2.7 8.8
The thickness of the plates was allowed to vary between 0.005"
and 0.500". The pressureswhich resulted from the employment of the
aluminum diaphragmsis presented in Fig. 15. Themeasurementswere
carried out at varying energy levels. An inspection of the data illus-
trates the interesting phenomenonof a pressurepeak for a given drlver
thickness at each energy level. The point at which this peak occurs
is quite near the electrical "skin depth" of the diaphragm, The skin
depth of the aluminum plate_ which is a function of the resistivity and
and the frequency_ amounts to approximately 0.046". The correspond-
ing pressuresresulting from the utilization of the copper dlaphra_msof
varying thickness are illustrated in Fig. 16. The calculated skin depth
for this material is 0.024".
It was thus evident from the above measurementsthat an optimi-
zatlon of the pressurefor the Type I wave could be obtained wlth a
driver plate thickness of_ or near_ the skin depth value for that material.
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The observation of lower pressurevalues for the copper diaphragms
may be explained by the comparatively low yield strength of that
material. At the higher energies the elastic deformation of the plate
in the suppressedmode utilized a large proportion of the applied
energy with the consequent decrease in the high velocity particle
displacement which is responsible for the propagation of the Type i
wave,
B ) DEFOR_TION MEASUREMENT
Thepressurestudies which were conducted for the purposeof investi-
gating the behavior of the acoustic pulse have been complementedby a
detailed study of the effective forming capability of this pressurepulse.
1) Initial Studies
The hydromagnetic forming devicet MFH-2, was utilized in the
deformation measurementsin conjunction with various mechanisms
for the optimization of the forming effect. A description of the geo-
metric and ele_.tromagnetic parametersof this device is presented in
Table III of Chapter III-A.
The material utilized for the forming operation was the aluminum
alloy 2024-T3 which is currently of importance in the _Jevelopmentof
aerospacehardware. Certain of the important properties ma-of this
,_ terial have been outlined in Table IX (page30) of thi_ SummaryReport.
-31 -
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The initial studies of the _ormingcapability were conducted in
the liquid medium employing the 20 kilojoule device MFH-2. Meas-
urementswere oLtained in both the unchanneled-suppressedand
channeled-suppressedmodesof operation. The restriction of the driver
plate effectively negated the forming contribution of the Type II wave.
Consequently, the plate deformations obtained resulted primarily from
the action of the high velocity particle motion in the liquid medium
associatedwith the Type I acoustic wave. Diaphragmsof thicknesses
1/2" and 1/4" have been employee _ these measurementsin conjunc-
tion with a work piece thickness in the alumlnu_ lioy of 0.040". The
normal distance Dn for the unchanneled mode of operation was 7 cm
while for the channeled mode the normal distance was 24 cm. This
variation in the distance from driver plate to work piece wasnecessi-
tated by the length of the channeling device. Figure 17 illustrates the
obtained deformation measurementsfor varying energy levels. The ob-
served linear deformations obtained for the channeled modeare smaller
than those obtained in the unchanneled mode. It is possible to normal-
ize thesemeasurementsto a distance Dn of 7cm by the utilization of
the deformation attenuation graph of Fig. 26.
The relative efficiencies of HammerI-B utilized for the initial
pressuremeasurementsand the hydromagnetic forming device MFH.-2
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have been comparedin Fig. 18. The effective formingability of
each device is related to the peak magnetic pressurePmfor the
given energy and capacitance level by the equation
Pm- (Bc2/8_t) " (2WB/C)¥: (22)
where Bc is the peok magnetic field. Theslope of each deformation-
pressuregraph is given in Fig. 18 in cm/atm. Thedevice MFH-2 is
observedto possessthe greater formingcapability of the two devices.
A pertinent factor in this phenomenonwasthe variance of rlsetime to
peak current in the two devices. Theeffect of the magnetic field du-
ration on the hydromagneticformingwasinvestigatedby the following
seriesof measurements.
2) Field Duration Studies
Experimentshave been conductedutilizing the hydromagnetlc
formingcoll MFH-2 in conjunctionwith an energydischargeunit of
variable capacitances. Thesestudieswere carried out in order to in-
vestigatethe relc,ionship of the forming processwith an increasein
the risetimet "r _ of the current to its peak value. The dependence
of the risetimeon the capacitance isgiven by the equation
"r__ (C_/Co)V_".fro (23)
Five levels of bankcapacitance were utilized in this phaseof
the experimentalprogramgiving risetlmesin the regionof 41 psec
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to 58 IJsec. An observableincrease in linear deformation v,as noted
in this range.
The investigationwascarried out at three energy levels. Fig-
ure 19 illustratesthe relationshipsobtained for both the 1/2" and 1/4"
driver platesin the unchonneled-suppressedmode. In the following
TableX, the slopeof the deformation increasewith variable risetime,
dD/d_-r _asa function of both energy level and driver plate thickness
is presented.
TABLE X
DEFORMATION SLOPE
(dD/d1"r cm/lusec)
1/2" Driver 1/4" Driver
I
4.32 kj 4.12 x 10-3 J 2.65 x 10-3i
T
5.88 ki 5.43 x 10-3 j 4.12 x 10-3
7.68 kj 8.85 x 10-3 _, 3.53 x 10-3
The observationof the data obtained in thisphaseof the experi-
mentillustratesa linear increaseof deformationwith the addition of
capacitance andthe consequentrise in the magnetic field duration.
We have earlier notedthe pressuredependenceuponthe driver plate
thickness. As the diaphragmgeometryapproachedthe optimum
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condition of skln depth thickness, the effective farming ability in-
creased. Theapproach in this later phaseof the experimentalpro-
gramhasbeen to hold the driver plate geometryconstantand to in-
creasethe electrical skin depth b fromthe relationship
' 8 = (I/_)(p'rr/10"7# (24)
where p is the electrical resistivity of the material. We are then,
in essence,optimizing the deformationby having the value of 8
approachthe driver plate thickness. The projecteddeformations
correspondingto a risetimeof 100 psec (CB = 1500 pf) are also
illustrated in Fig. 19. As the skin depth approachesthe diaphragm
thicknessthere will be a sharpdecreasein the effective formingcapa-
bility due to the field diffusionthroughthe plate.
Theabove investigationswith regardto the duration of the mag-
netic field pulsehave led to the considerationof the phenomenonof
overdampedenergy discharge, which is discussedin the following
section.
3) CrowbarCircuitry
We showhere that, for a given energy input into a hammercoil,
morethrustagainst a metal driver plate is g_nerally developedby
usingcrow-barred operation.
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We have consideredfirst the casewhere the driver plate is
thick comparedwith the skin depth. The rate of energy lossdue
to resistivity is givenapproximatelyby the rate of magnetic field
diffusion into the metal. For the crow-barredcase the skin depth
is (in appropriateunitsof resistivity 11):
sc= (25)
sothat the powerdissipationper unit area of the driver plate is
Pc : (B2/B_)(dSc/dt) = (B2/8_t)(Sc/2t) (26)
Foroscillato_/operation, with ha'Jf-k-,_ d 'r, the skin depth re-
mainsconstantat So = ,Vf'_-, and the powerdissipationis
Po= (27)
The ratio of powerdissipationis then
Po/Pc = 2t/-r (28)
If the half-cycle time I" is shortcomparedwith the crow-barred de-
cay time, ther Po>> Pc, and there is needlesslyrapid dec':/._f the
magneticpressurein the.oscillatoryoperation.
We considernowthe cc_sewherethe driver plate is thin compared
with the skindepth. Then the driver plate behaveslike a fixed re-
sistance. The tlme for decay of the inducedcurrent in the driver
plate is the L/R-time, which is
I"R = ab/_l (29)
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Here a is the thicknessof the driver plate and b is the depth of
the flux-reservoir, i.e. roughlythe distancebetweenthe driver
plate and the meancurrentpath in the hammer.
In crow-barredoperation_hereis only one brief thrust, of du-
ration I"R. In oscillatory operation, the first quarter-cycle dissipates
exactly the sameamountof energyasdoe: ._hecrow-barredoperation
and delivers the samethrust. Now, howevert thereare additional
thrustsonsubsequenthalf-cycles. In this caset oscillatoryoperation
ispreferable.
Sincewe wereable to select the driver-plate thicknesssoas to
minimize the thrustfor a given input energy, we chosea plate at
leastas thick as the skin deptht andtherefore, crow-barred operation
will generally be moreeffective thanoscillatory operation.
a) Crowbarrlngin Air
Experimentswereconductedin air witl', varying work pieces
to determinethe effectivene:s of the crow-barringoperation.
The 20 kiloioule formingdevil:e, MFH-2, wasutilized for
thesemeasurerT:_.nts.The investigationseemedto indicate
that the crow-barring in air producedinsignificant increases
in deformationfor the workpiece thicknessesunderconslderation.
An illustration of the deformationsobtainedasa resultof these
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initial experiments in Fig. 20. A schematic of the circuitry
is given in Fig. 21.
b) Crowbarring in the Hydromagnetic Mode
Measurements have been obtained in the hydromagnetic mode
which utilize a crowbar circuitry rather than the normal oscil-
latory responseof the pulsed current. It wasnoted ab^ve that
no sizeable increase in deformation was obtainable by the
overdamping of the capacitor discharge for the caseof magnetic
forming in air. An attempt was then made to test further the
crowbar c;rcuitry by employing it in the underwc_termode. The
time at which crow-barring occurred, _'cr_ wasdetermined
from an operational relationship for the present experiment with
_'cr _ 1.1 _r . For the case of MFH-2, with q'r = 41 IJsec, we
obtained a value of Tcr _ 45 psec.
In the hydromagne.*icmode_the crowbar circuitry was utilized
at three energy levels. The measurementswere obtained in the
unchanneled-suppressedcondition with the 1/2" driver plate
and with bank capacitance of 240 iJf. In addltion_ varying
work piece thicknesseswere employed. An illustration of the
observeddata is presented in Fig. 22. It appeared from these
values relating the oscillatory and crow-barred modesthat an
observable increase of deformation does exist at the higher ener-
gies.
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4) Attenuationof Deformation
A mechanismwasdevelopedwhich permittedthe measurementof
the fall-off of formingability with increasingnormaldistanceDn of
diaphragmto workpiece, Wp. A schematicof the equipmentutilized
in thisphaseof the experimentalprogramis illustrated in Fig. 23.
Studieswere conductedin two operationalmodes.
a) UnchanneledMode
Measurementshave beencarried out in the unchanneled-
suppressedmodeutilizing the 1//2'' driver plate at a variable
normaldistance fromplate to work piece. The observation
of the data obtainedfromthis phaseof the experimenthasin-
dicated an exponential faII-off of deformationwi_hdecreasing
normaldistance. Thisphenomenonof deformationattenuation
correlateswell with the earlier studiesinvolving pressureasa
functionof increasingnormaldistancewith the HammerI-B
magnetic formingcoil. An illustration relating the linear de-
formationand normaldistanceDn is given in Fig. 24.
Of equal interest is the observedattenuation of the volumede-
formationas presentedin Fig. 25. Investigationsof the data
have indicated a close correspondencewith the exponential
fall-off of the linear deformation.
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b) Channeled Mode
The measurementof the attenuation of deformation was ex-
tended to the channeled operational mode. In this case_ the
propagation of the Type I wave wasconfined by the cylindrical
walls of the channeling device. Thencoustlc intensity of the
sonic wave is preservedby the minimizing of radial expansion.
A linear attenuation of effective forming ability with increasing
normal distance is noted in this mode. Figure 26 illustrates the
observed fall-off of linear deformation. The attenuation of the
volume deformation is presented in Fig. 27.
5) Concentration of PressurePulse
Concentrating devices have been designedand utilized for the pur-
poseof multiplying the energy density of the acoustic wave and thus in-
creasing the acoustic intensity.
a) Initial Studies
In order to examine the effects of increasing the energy density
of the acoustic pressurepulse_ a concentration device was con-
structed from a stainless steel sheet 0.050 thick. The sheet
was rolled into the form of a truncated cone with an opening of
2" diameter at the top and a 6" diameter opening at the bottom.
The wall of the cone wasat an angle of 66° with respect to the
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driver pJ'_te. The concentrator was then probedwith the
transducer T-1 in a normal direction from the coll to deter-
mine any possible irnprovementof the prcssurepu!se. Fig-
ure 28 illustrates the peak pressuresobtained for a variable
normal distance Dn. Reference to Fig. 14 indicates that an
increase of ,_,10% is obtained above the unchanneled-
suppressedmode. Investigations were conducted to dete,mine
reasonsfor this minute increase in peak pressureobservations.
The transducerwas employed in prcbing the pressurefield out-
side the concentrator wall. It was found that the wall thick-
nessof the concentrating device was insufficient to prevent
almost total refraction of the pressurefro_.twith the consequence
that the mechanismexerted little effect on the propagating
sonic pulse. As a result of these observations, a sy:temof ade-
quate thickness was designedand employed for use in _hefollow-
ing investigations.
b) Optimization of PulseConcentration
A seconddevice for the intensification of the acoustic pressure
wave was constructed. Theaverage wall thicknessof this sys-
tem wasmade large to preclude the possibility of extreme re-
fraction of the pressurepulse at the concentrator wall. A
- 41 -
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schematic illustration of the device is presented in Fig. 29.
Thesystemwas initially constructed as a series of decreasing
cylindrical diameters from an initial section diameter of 9.75"
to a final section diameter of 3" in six sections. The driver
plate to work piece distance Dn in the utilization of all sec-
tions was 34 cm. Measurementswere obtained at varying
energy levels with a suppressed1/2" diaphragm. An illustra-
tion of the deformations obtained is presented in Fig. 30. _,
nonlinear increase in deformation at the 12 kilojoule level is
noted.
Studies were conducted to investigate further the effective
forming ability of the concentrator apparatusby the removal of
various sectionst thusdecreasing the normal distance Dn. The
data obtained for four casesof section removal at varying energy
levels are presented in Fig. 31. A decreasing of forming ability
is noted for incrcaslng Dn. It thus appears that optimization of
the deformation occurs for the minimization of the step-to-step
ratio of the cylindrical diameters with a consequent maximum
deformation for the concentrator suppressedmode in the com-
pletely conical geometry.
The inlerio, of the device was machined to permlt utilization
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of the abovegeometry. An increaseof ,,, 25% in linear de-
formationwasnoted with the employmentof the optimized
systerr,. An illustrationof the resultsobtained in the conical
geometryis presentedin Fig. 32.
6) Driver Plate Modification
The utilization of the aluminumdiaphragmsat high energy levels
in the suppressedmoderesultedin substantialdeformationsto the plates.
Then_,:essityof continually changing the driver platesafter each high
energyshothas beenavoidedby the developmentof a high tenslle
strengthdiaphragm. The device to be employedwasa combinationof
stainlesssteel and copper for high conductivity. The relevant properties
of thesematerials togetherwith the samepropertiesfor aluminumare pre-
sentedin TableXI.
TABLE XI
AI 2024-T3 S:?inlessSteel Copper
103ps_ 64 175 35
Yield Strength
Electrical Conductivity 1.70 0.15 5.65
107mho/meter
The copper insertwasmadethicker than the skindepth in order to in-
suremaximumconductivity in the moc_ifieddiaphragm. Initial experi-
II
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mentatlon with the device at high energy levels demonstrateda de-
formation increase .-_16% over the similar shot with an aluminum
driver plate.
7) Confined Mode
In order to obtain a "hydraulic piston" effect in the hydromag-
netic pressurestudies a device with completely confined geometry
was constructed. A schematic of the device is given in Fig. 33.
The utilization of this device at the low values of normal distance Dn
resulted in the measurementswhich are illustrated in Fig. 34.
Thestudies in the confined me4e were obtained with both the un-
suppressedand suppresseddiaphragms. No significant variation of de-
formation wasnoted between the two cases.
a) Variation of Die Diameter
In "_rderto investigate the effect of variation of die diameter
on the forming ability of the hydromagnetic pulser a modifi-
cation of the vacuum die in the confined suppressedmode was
carried out. Initial observations indicated a linear relationship
between the obtai,,ed deformations and die diameter as illus-
trated in Fig. 35.
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V) 50 KILO JOULE INDUCTIVE STORAGE SYSTEM
A) DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS OF STORAGE COIL
The inductive storage coil was designed with a Brooks configuration
to achieve highest inductance for a given length of conductor. After
studying various fabrication techniques aluminum ribbon was chosen as
the conductor material. The purposeof this choice was threefold:
1) Ribbon material is rigid enough sc 7t a coil constructed
with this material to a reasonable radial thickness would
require no winding form.
2) It is relatively easy to increase the conductor cross-section
in order to reduce power consumption with a strip type.
3) Very high packing densities can be achieved in coils that
ale wound with ribbon conductors.
Inductance of the coil is given by
k = 2.6x 10-°bN 2 henry
where 6 is the height of the coil and N is the total number of turns.
The DC charging power of this coil is given by
P = 7.3x 10°0E/b 2 watts
where _ is the resistivity of the conductor material in ohm-cm, E is the
stored energy in joules.
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The coil was designed to store 50 kilojoules with 5000 ampsat room
temperaturewith a power requirement of 15 kw, This power requirement
fixes the coil heightt b_ at 14cm. Consequently_ 105 turns are required
to give the desired inductance, The design parametersof the coil are
given in Table Xll on the following page,
The coil was constructed with thesedesign parametersand wasdi-
vided into five sections for current multiplication purposes,
B) MEASUREMENTOF ELECTRICALPARAMETERS
Series inductance of the package was measuredto be 3.93 mh, Parallel
inductance_ however_ is lower than anticipated (80 i_h), Series resistance
is slightly higher than anticipated (29 m:'.), The coll is insulated to 18 kv
from turn-to-turn, An overall 89% mean packing density wasachieved (maxi-
mum90°/O)_which showsthe degree of efficiency that can be obtained with
this configuration, Thesections of the coil were connected to the appro-
priate switches with a numberof parallel flexible cables to reduce resistance
and inductance, Materials used (stainlesssteel_ aluminum_ mylar and phen-
olic) have adequate properties to withstand the strains developed and have
very high corrosion resistances,
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TABLE XII
DESIGN PARAMETERS MEASUREDPARAMETERS
__ ,, , mul i , nil n n n " -- , ........ _ -- -_
I
Material Aluminum Ribbon
L 4 mh 3.95 mh
R 20 m_ (roomtemp.) 29 m_q(room temp.)
2 m_ (LN temp.) 2.9 m_ (LN temp. anticipated
N 105 turns
Conductor Thickness .132 cm (.053")
iota I Length 140 cm (460 ft .)
b = c 14 cm
a 21 cm
Weight of Coil 153 Ibs. - .....
iota I Weight .............
PowerRequirement 2750amps_6v_ 15 kw 2750ampsr 8v_ 22 kw
at LN temperature at LN temperature
Cool Down j 80 - 100 liters LN
EnergyStorage Densityl 50 joules/Ib
-- i i i - ! - _ i i | iJ i ,_ ......
b
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C) CURRENTMULTIPLIERSWITCH
The:current multiplier switch incorporated into the 50 kiloioule
inductive storage systemactually consistsof two s_,parateswitching
stages. Both are magnetically actuated, being driven by high current
discharge into 12 Ishdriver coils. The fields produced act on aluminum
driver plates which are attc,ched to the movable switching elements.
Both switches usemercury pool and mercury-wetted copper electrodes
for good electrical contact.
The interrupter switcht SSI5-1, is composedof the base plate and
driver coil which are potted in epoxy, the movable interrupter element,
guide rodsand a can which sealsoff the switch for pressurization of up
to 10 c _ospheresto suppressarcing (seeF'gJre 36(a)). During the charg-
ing cf the inductor this switch is closed and the coil sections are in series
electrical connection. Upon firin,_ the interrupter element is forced up
with the guldc rodsmaintaining a vertical and irrotat;onal motion. Upon
reaching an energy-dependent maximumheight_ the element slides back
down the guide rods, resetting itself upon reaching the bottom.
The maker or closure switch (seeFig. 36(b))r which, during charging
is in the open (raised) position, when fired :lropsdown and connects the
load in parallel with the five coil sections. Connections to the load come
directly from the movable closing element soas to keep the numberof
-48,-
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mercurypool contactsto a minlmum. Th_scloslng elementmustbe manu-,
ally reset (raised)after each switch operation.
It is imperative, due to efficiency considerations,that the ciosuro
switch makescontactbeforethe SSI5-1 beginsinterruptionsince large
amountsof energy wouldbe losttrying to place the charged inductor in
an opencircuit.
The driver coils can be fired fromthe samecapacitor bank, and can
be connectedeither in seriesor ;n parallel, dependinguponthe capaci-
tance used. The coilscould a&o be fired separatelywith indlvidua_ca-
pacitor banksand separatetrigger _n[ts, The driver coils he.reeach been
testedto energiesof 1.5 kj, Consequently,caution sl_ouldbe exer-
cised in any attempt tn drive themat higher enerf:,ies.
Thedriver plateshave been optimized with respectto electrical skin
depthfor capacitor banksof 100 tsfwhen fired in paral!elt 50 I_feach when
fired separatelyand 25 tsfwhen fired in series.
D) EXPERIMENTALMEASUREMENTSWITH THEc;TORAGESYSTEM
All testingof the 50 kj inductive,storagesyst_:mhasbeendoneby mc_ns
of capacitive charging andhas been limited t_ < 12 kj (_40 isf - 10kv). in
the systemwhich involvesthe capacitive modeof operation, crowbarrlngof
the capacffor,,occurswhenmaxlraumcurrent is flowing andbefore the switch-
: ing processbegins. Theone turn loop in the core of the storageindu_torwas
- 49 -
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usedfor voltage0 ringing timesand currentdeterminationsduring capaci-
tive charging.
Figures37(a)t (b)w (c) and (d) showschematicdiagramsof the experi-
mentalcircuit duringfourdifferent stepsof operation.
Figures38 and 39 illustratethe voltage developedacrossequal resls-
tancest one in the chargingand crowbarcircuit (seriesconfiguration)and
the other in the parallel circuit. Chargingof the inductorwasachieved
by a 800 pf capacitor bankat 1.5 kv. At peakcurrent (_-,650 am_)an
ignitron triggercircuit removesthe capacitorsand we are left with a simple
LRcircuit. Theuppertracesare fromthe seriescircuit and the lower traces
are fromthe parallel circuit.
In Fig. 38 switchingwasnotattempted. The current risesto maximum
by capacitive chargingand thendecaysdue to internal resistancethrough
the crowbarcircuit. In the lower tracer the resistance(load) wasnot con-
nectedto the coll at any timealthoughhigh transientsare seen which are
due to the rapidly changing magneticfield producedby chargingthe stor-
age inductor.
With perfectswitchingwe wouldexpect the lower trace to climb to
five timesthe voltage of the uppertrace. FromFig. 39 the voltage, just
b_foreswitching, is .675 volts. Therefore, 100% efficiency wouldbe
3.38 voltsafter switching. Fromthe lower trace of Fig. 39 we have
- 50 -
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2.72 volts, or (2.72,/3.38) • 100 = 80.5% efficiency.
Having the switchingoccur at the time of crow-barrlng ishighly de-
sirable soas to reduce lossesdue to LRdecay. Thisis merelya matterof
timingthe firing sequenceproperlyanddependsmainly uponthe energy
usedto drive the switchingelements.
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Fig. 17: LINEAR DEFORMATION AL2024-T3 VERSUS
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JFig. 23: SCHEMATIC ILLUSTRATION OF EQUIPMENT FORATTENUATION
MEASUREMENT
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Fig. 28: ATTENUATION OF TYPE I WAVE
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Fig. 29: SCHEMATIC ILLUSTRATIONOF CONCENTRATING
DEVICE
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Fig. 33: SCHEMATIC ILLUSTRATION OF CONFINED MODE
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Fig. 36(a): TheSSI5=I Sect|onof theCurrentMult|pli_r Switch
i
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Fig. 360o): The "Maker Switch" on Closing Section of the Current Multiplier.
When closed the load is in parallel with all sections of the coil.
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Fig. 38: Voltage PickupWithoutSwitching
Upper: Voltage acro_sresistorin charging
and crowbarcircuit.
1 v/cm
10 msec/cm
Lower: Voltage acrossequal resistancein
dischargecircuit.
1v/cm
10msec/cm
Fig. 39: Voltage PickupWith Switching
Upper: Voltage acrossresistorin charging
and crowbarcircuit.
I v/cm
10 msec/cm
Lower: Voltageacrossequal resistancein
discharp circuit.
1 v/cm
10 msec/cm
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